
Chapter 4 

Proposed Motion Capture Technique 

I he selected technique for motion capture is marker based kinematic system, motion 

capture apparatus being two webcams. The required resources to acquire multi-view 

Image data involve capture room. body suit. camera equipment and an acquisition system 

lhl Capture room was prepared to have a good lighting level in order to have marker 

!,)cations easily identified from the captured images. The locations of the markers on the 

'uit are designed such that the movement of joints can be extracted from the 

Jcknti!ication of movement of the markers placed on the leg. HP Webcam 101 is the 

''chcam model. As acquisition system the laptop computers were used. Here, software 

· (\her! ink Youcam'' is used which enabled the captured clips to save in the laptop 

ll•rnputer hard disk. 

111\S chapter lays down the arrangement of the motion capture system and the theoretical 

!'~lck ground ofthe system . 

.t.l Physical Arrangement of the System 
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\ 

Fig -1.1: Arrangement (~lMotion Capturing Apparatus 

: i2 -J..l illustrates the arrangement of the apparatus set up for motion capture. The two 

,, cbcarns were placed parallel to the walking platform. The distance from the walking 

:'latt'orm to the camera was adjusted so that the full image of the leg can be obtained from 

•uth cameras at the same time thorough out the gait cycle of the walking subject. 
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-L2 Functional Block Diagram 

I ig --1-.~ represents the arrangement of the basic activities planned to do for the motion 

capture of human gait. 
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Fig --1.2: Functional Block Diawam 

I he solh\are used for all the data capture and analysis is Matlab. for camera calibration. 

to e:-.:tract pixel information from images and 3D coordinate identification of markers 

"ere done using Mat lab. 

4.2.2 Data capture setup 

i ur data capture the hardware had to be arranged so that the correct image or clip is taken 

tor the analysis. In this case low cost motion capture hardware was used which consist of 

t\\O laptop computers with Webcam feature. 

4.2.3 Reports of pixel information and 3D spatial coordinates 

I abies of pixel information and 3D spatial coordinates were prepared at various stages of 

the project. 
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-U.4 Graphs of captured motion data in Excel 

rhe results. that is. 30 spatial coordinates ofthe markers were transferred to Excel where 

graphs ofjoint angle variations and other graphs for further analysis of data were done. 

-U Theoretical Background of Geometry of 3D Vision 

The main objective of the vision based camera system is, motion capturing of the human 

leg movements and transfer that motion information to 30 movements with respect to a 

\\orld co-ordinate system. Fig 4.3 describes how the captured data were converted to the 

de~ired outcome ofthe research. 

Fig -1.3: Stages (~fdata processing 

I o Jind out the relationship between pixel co-ordinates and world co-ordinates some 

theoretical background was required about Geometry of 30 vision. 

I ig .+.4 indicates the geometry of a linear perspective camera. Camera is assumed to be 

'' ith a thin lens and pinhole camera arrangement is assumed for building up the 

abovementioned relationship between pixels and the 30 representation of them [ 13 J. 

[141. 

The plane on the bottom is the image plane to which the real world projects and the 

\ ertical dotted line is the optical axes. The lens is positioned perpendicular to the optical 

axis at the focal point C. Focal length f is a parameter of the lens. The projection is 

performed by an optical ray reflected from the scene point X. the optical ray passes 

through the optical center C and hits the image plane at the point U. 
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Fig -1.-1: Geometry ola Linear Per.spective Camera 

I ollowing co-ordinate systems can be defined, 

I) The world Euclidean co-ordinate system (subscript-w) has origin at the point Ow. 

2) Camera Euclidean co-ordinate system (subscript-c) has the focal point C=Oc as its 

ongtn. 

3) The image affine co-ordinate system (subscript-i) has axes aligned with the camera 

co-ordinate system, with Xi, Yi lying in the image plane. 

~) The image affine co-ordinate system (subscript-a) has co-ordinates axes u,v,w and 

origin Oi coincident with the origin ofthe image Euclidean co-ordinate system. 
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-1.3.1 World co-ordinates to camera co-ordinates 

\ Scene point X is expressed in the world Euclidean co-ordinate system as a 3x I vector 

~h in equation 4.1. To express the same point in the camera Euclidean co-ordinate. ie Xc. 

\\l' have to rotate it as specified by the matrix Rand translate it by subtracting vector t. 

x = r ~ 1 = R(X _,I 
I.. I 
Lz~ __ 

R and t consist of six parameters called extrinsic camera parameters. 

-Li.2 Camera co-ordinate system to image plane 

( 4.1) 

ll1c point Xc is projected to the image plane pi as point Uc. The x and y co-ordinates of 

the projected point can be derived from the trigonometry (equation 4.2). 

-fx, 
z, 

U, =1-fY, 
Z, 

(4.2) 

-l 

-!.3.3 Image Euclidean co-ordinate system to image affine co-ordinate system 

llomogeneous co-ordinates can be expressed in affine transformation as a multiplication 

I,, a single 3x3 matrix where unknowns a. b & c describe the shear together with scaling 

, i\1ng co-ordinate axes, and u0 and v0 give the affine co-ordinates of the principle point in 

1 ~1c tmage. 

u' =I~ I= I~ ~ 
lw lo o 

-Jx, 

-Uoj iY, 
-Vo 

Z, 1 

(4.3) 
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-U.4 Camera calibration matrix 

Multiplying by Zc the equation simplifies to. 

-fa -jb -uol 
Z,U =1 0 -fc -Vo \R(X" -t) = KR(X)j -t) 

() () 1 J 

( 4.4) 

K is termed camera calibration matrix or camera matrix. 

The cocfricients ofthis matrix are called Intrinsic Camera Parameters . 

.t.3.5 Physical explanation of intrinsic camera parameters 

[' y v 
I f x, f c X, .., c 

II= vV =- "-- h--uo = a/(-+a.\ilcur--uo 
z, z, z, z, (4.5) 

i'=~=-f Y,_v =a Y,_v w ' 0 \ 0 z, z, (4.6) 

Uu represents scaling in the u axis. measuring focal length in pixels along u axis. 

u, similarly specifies fin pixels along the v- axis 

u,
1
w,

11 
is the coefficient defining the angle between u and v pixel axis. 

\'o and u 0 give the affine co-ordinates of the principle point in the image. 

;\hove five parameters encompass focal length, image format and principal point. 

1 ocal length and principle point were explained earlier. Image sensor format of a digital 

camera determines the angle of view of a particular lens when used with a particular 

camera. Angle of view describes the angular extent of a given scene that is imaged by a 

camera. Image sensor is the device that converts an optical image to an electric signal 

1151. r 17\. 
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-tA.6 Camera calibration 

\\hen a camera is used. light from the environment is focused on an image plane and 

~apturcd. !his process reduces the dimension ofthe data taken in by the camera from the 

three to two (light form 3D scene is stored on a 2D image). Each pixel on the image plane 

rhercl"ore corresponds to a shaft of light from the original scene. Camera calibration 

.lctcrmincs which incoming light is associated with each pixel on the resulting image. In 

.Ill ideal pinhole camera, a simple projection matrix is enough to do this. This 

rransformation can not be described perfectly by a perspective transformation because of 

li:-.tortions which occur between points on the object and the location of the images of 

: lwse points. These distortions can be modeled. with more complex camera systems. 

,-rrors resulting from the misaligned lenses and deformations in their structures can result 

n more complex distortions in the tina! image. 

'· amera calibration is the process of finding the true parameters of the camera that 

1roduccd a given photograph or video. Nonlinear intrinsic parameters such as lens 

listortion are also important although they cannot be included in the linear camera model 

jescribed by the intrinsic parameter matrix. Many modern camera calibration algorithms 

,:stimate these intrinsic parameters as well. 

I here arc number of techniques for camera calibration [17], [181, [19], l21J. The most 

,(1111111on method is by using '"Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab" published by 

lean-Yves Bouguct. [13], ll4]. 

-t.3.7 Extrinsic parameters 

1\ and t c:xplained under 4.3.1 represent extrinsic parameters which denote that coordinate 

')stem transformation form 3D world coordinate to 3D camera coordinates. Equivalently. 

the extrinsic parameters define the position of the camera centre and the camera's 

treading in world coordinates [ 13], r 15]. 

-t.3.8 Camera calibration in stereo Vision 

In stereo vision. two cameras take pictures ofthe same scene, but they arc separated by a 

,Jrstance- exactly like our eyes. In computer stereo vision, the disparity at which objects 
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111 the image best match is used by the computer to calculated their distance [13], [15]. 

\tereo vision uses triangulation based on epipo1ar geometry to determine distance to an 

dhJCCt. 

-U.9 Epipolar geometry 

\\hen two cameras view a 3D scene from two distinct positions, there are a number of 

geometric relations between the 3D points and their projections onto the 2D images that 

lead to constraints between the image points. These relations are derived based on the 

assumption that the cameras can be approximated by the pinhole camera model [ 13]. 

Fig 4.5 depicts two pinhole cameras looking at point X. In real cameras, the image plane 

1s actually behind the focal point, and produces a rotated image. Here, however, the 

projection problem is simplified by placing a virtual image plane in front of the focal 

point of each camera to produce an un-rotated image. and represent the focal points 

<ll- the two cameras. X represents the point of interest in both cameras. Points and 

JI"C the projections of point X onto the image planes. 
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Fig 4. 5: Epipolar geomet1y 

I ach camera captures a 20 image of the 3D world. This conversion from 3D to 2D is 

referred to as a perspective projection and is described by the pinhole camera model. It is 

common to model this projection operation by rays that emanate from the camera, 

passing through its focal point. Note that each emanating ray corresponds to a single 

point in the image [ 13], [ 15]. 
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4.3.10 Epipolar point 

Since the two focal points of the cameras are distinct, each focal point projects onto a 

distinct point into the other camera's image plane. These two image points are denoted by 

and and are called epipolar points. Both epipolar points in their respective image 

planes and both focal points and , lie on a single 30 line. 

4.3.11 Epipolar line 

The line -X is seen by the left camera as a point because it is directly in line with that 

camera's focal point. However. the right camera sees this line as a line in its image plane. 

That line ( - ·. ) in the right camera is called an epipolar line. Symmetrically, the line 

-X seen by right camera as a point is seen as epipolar line ( · - · ) by the left camera. 

An epipolar line is a function of the 30 point X, ie. there is a set of epipolar lines in both 

images if we allow X to vary over all 30 points. Since the 30 line . -X passes through 

camera focal point , the corresponding epipolar line in the right image must pass 

through the epipole (and corresponding for eippolar lines in the 1ft image). This means 

that all epipolar lines in one image must intersect the epipolar point of that image. In fact, 

any line which intersects with the epipolar line since it can be derived from some 30 

point X 1131, [15]. 

4.3.12 Epipolar plane 

As an alternative visualization, consider the points X, & that form a plane called the 

epipolar plane. The epipolar plane intersects each camera's image plane where It forms 

lines - the epipolar lines. All epipolar planes and epipolar lines intersect the epipole 

regardless ofwhere X is located [13], [15]. 

4.3.13 Epipolar constraint and triangulation 

If the relative translation and rotation of the two cameras is known, the corresponding 

epipolar geometry leads to two important observations. 
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If the projection point is known. then the epipolar line · is known and the point X 

projects into the right image. on a point which must lie on this particular epipolar line. 

I his means that for each point observed in one image the same point must be observed in 

the other image on a known epipolar line. This provides and epipolar constraint which 

corresponding image poins must satisfy and it means that it is possible to test if two 

points really correspond to toe same 30 point. Epipolar constraints can also be described 

lw the cssentioal matrix or the fundamental matrix between the two cameras. 

If the points . and are known, their projection lines are also known. If the two image 

points correspond to the same 30 point X the projection lines must intersect precisely at 

X. This means X can be calculated from the coordinates of the two image points. a 

process called triangulation [I 5] . 

.t.3.14 Simplified cases 

The cpipolar geometry is simplified if the two camera image planes coincide. In this case. 

the epipolar lines also coincide(:~-·."_=·::-··.":). Furthermore, the epiplolar lines are 

parallel to the line ( - ·.··)between the focal points, and can in practice be aligned with 

the horizontal axes of the two images. This means that for each point in one image. its 

corresponding point in the other image can be found by looking only along a horizontal 

line. If the cameras cannot be positioned in this way, the image coordinates from the 

cameras may be transformed to emulate having a common image plane. This process is 

called image rectification [13], [15]. 
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-tA Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab 

In extracting 3D locations of marker from 20 positions of markers in pixel co-ordinate 

trame. camera calibration toolbox for Matlab was used. Three important functionalitics 

\\Cre used ofthis toolbox. 

I) Camera calibration engine- Used to calibrate cameras 

2) Stereo calibration engine- Used to calibrate the stereo -system 

3) Stereo triangulation function - Used to evaluate the 3D position of marker given 

the 20 position of markers in pixel co-ordinate frame 

I rom the images taken by keeping a checkerboard in different orientations camera 

calibration of individual camera can be performed [16]. The calibration results were 

stored in Matlab memory of the two cameras. By running the stereo calibration engine 

parameters of the total stereo system can be found. Finally by running stereo 

triangulation, 3D locations of the markers can be found with respect to a camera co

ordinate frame by taking 20 positions of each marker as inputs. 
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